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Abstract—This computing which runs on a web browser.
It provides access to a number of web applications
through internet without booting the whole OS. The
purpose behind Cloud Operating System is that the full
system is running on the Web browser and lives on it.
Cloud OS is thought of as a new era of an Operating
System in which everything inside an Operating System
can be accessed from everywhere inside a specific
network. The user just need to login onto the web
browser and thus can have access to his personalized
web-tops where all the applications and data is stored.
In this paper it will discuss what is the difference
between the Cloud OS and a simple Operating System
and how the Cloud OS is developed defining all the
requirements and functionalities of a cloud OS. We will
also discuss in detail about the load balancing, Georeplication Data Storage and Virtualization in Cloud OS.
Index Terms—Cloud Operating System, Load Balancing,
Web-top, Geo-replication, Data Storage, Virtualization,
Graphical user interface, Infrastructure as a Service.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increase in the use of internet and cloud
computing becoming more and more popular these days,
the amount of data stored on cloud is increasing which
makes it difficult to store and handle it safely. With the
emergence of the Cloud Computing, applications are built
keeping in mind with this paradigm are providing
services for a large number of users worldwide.
Supporting these kinds of application needs to offer
consistency in terms of data, high availability in service
and scalability so as to provide good user experience.
Then only the system can run successfully with no user
complaints.
Now, providing the user a good experience of using the
applications and scalability, use of data replication is very
necessary. Data replication means, placing multiple
copies of data on different servers so that it is safe and
survive to any kind of failures.
But, replicating the data to all the servers all over in the
world causes a lot of redundancy and wastage of space on
the server. Thus, it inspires of how to maintain the
replicas consistent. So, in order to overcome this we need
to store data only to those servers where the user operates
his data from. This means make geo-replication of data
Copyright © 2018 MECS

on the cloud servers.
Why geo-replication of data??
Due to the expansion of Cloud Computing, clientsare
now no longer located in a single geographic location.
Applications like Facebook, Google, and Amazon
Services which are used by a large-scale of clients who
may access their data from different geo-graphic
locations. Thus replication is a method which permits
placing of data copies of the user closer to them.This in
turnlets the user access the data with smaller latency. So,
replication is an important component of cloud
computing which should be kept in mind. For example, if
Google only had a datacenter on one continent of the
earth then the clients of distant continents would have
been experiencing high latency when accessing Google
services. Therefore copies of data should be replicated
geographically to the servers so that the client gets the
data from the nearest server.
In order to satisfy these requirements, it is important to
imply very efficient algorithms which can even improve
on the consistency.Additionally, applications should be
made such that it is focusing more on performance rather
than consistency because an increase in the latency of
operations of the application will result in the loss
ofpercentage of its users. Therefore, the main aspect in
developinga cloud-computing infrastructure is to find the
data storage protocols that offer a good trade-offs
between efficiency and consistency.

II. RELATED WORKS
Cloud computing infrastructure is just a web service
interface to operating system virtualization. According to
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology),
“Cloud Computing is a model for enabling convenient, on
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned with
minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.” A web Cloud OS is responsible for
managing the cloud infrastructure. It hides the details of
the cloud infrastructure from the application
programmers and co-ordinates the sharing of the limited
resources [2] [7].
Cloud Operating System consists of a WebTop or can
say a Web Desktop which follows the cloud computing
concept [5] [7]. The GUI of the WebTop is mostly
scripted using PHP, XML, and JavaScript. It behaves to
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be a platform for web applications which are written
using the Cloud Computing concepts. It gives a look of a
Desktop environment which has applications and system
utilities. It can again be accessed by the portable devices
via its mobile front end. The Cloud Operating System lets
the user to upload his files and work with them no matter
where he is. There are number of benefits of using Cloud
OS [7]:







The Cloud OS will deliver a fully featured and
functional Workspace as a Service (WaaS) that
brings consumers to move their desktop
experience online on any browsers [2].
Worldwide availability of Cloud Operating
Systems
Dynamic design: The GUI can be customized as
per the needs.
Extensive Applications: Multimedia applications,
Network applications, Office applications and
Chat apps, all are available.
Remote storage availability: Files can be stored
over the internet through the file browser and can
be edited.

Now coming onto the backend, the development of
Cloud OS architecture has been a key issue. A number of
key features should be embedded into the architecture for
more efficient working of Cloud OS that may involve
Load Balancing, Virtualization, Geo-replication Data
Storage, Scheduling, Memory management [14] and
more.
In this paper, it is argued for an approach to develop an
efficient and more balanced architecture for Cloud OS
that would resolve the following issues:






How the user will be able to interact with the
Cloud OS?
How the storage drives on the Cloud OS will be
handled?
How the Cloud computing resources can be
efficiently used and how to reach to the maximum
profits?
How to enable efficient resource sharing for
applications running on different OS?
How to avoid data loss in cloud storage increase
the availability of servers?

In SECTION II, related works in this area are
discussed. SECTION III discusses the proposed
algorithm alongwith the components used in our
architecture. Different techniques/modules that can be
applied or used to resolve these issues are elaborated.
Additionally, the requirements and assumptions involved
in these technologies are enlisted. It is also discussed on
how these techniques can change the output’s efficiency.
In SECTION IV, it is discussed that how these techniques
altogether can give birth to a number of different designs
of Cloud OS architectures for more efficient and balanced
working environment.
For the user to work on the Cloud OS, the user needs
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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an interface to interact with it. So a module is proposed
that can be developed using languages such as JavaScript,
CSS, and HTML etc. The module is named as a WebTop
[7].
The WebTop is a virtual desktop environment running
in a web browser or similar client application. The
WebTop should not be confused with the actual
Operating System. Its interface looks like any desktop
computer only that viewed in a browser, might be a
Windows design or an IOS design or any customized
design of your own [5]. WebTop may consist of a video
player, audio player, a text editor, MS Office, and many
other web applications. It also displays the dashboard of
the user specifying its memory, CPU usage etc. On the
Cloud OS WebTop the web applications, cloud storage
drives, configuration, settings, and access privileges
reside remotely over the network. Major part of the
computing takes place remotely and not on the WebTop.
The WebTop is used mainly for displaying and for input
purpose.
To handle the storage drives on the Cloud OS, a
number of open source tools are available in the market
providing Infrastructure as a Service [2]. The same can be
developed ourselves which will be solving the same
purpose. Also, one can go for Amazon, Rackspace,
Joyent, VMWare, Microsoft and few more which are the
renowned cloud IaaS providers in the world. These
companies give their own platform and framework to
work upon them and customize it. They are easy to use as
well. Along with these there are few opensource tools
like Owncloud, Cloudstack, and Openstack etc. These
can also be used as an IaaS tool for our cloud storage [4].
But what it needs is to customize it own way. Even
company like Rackspace is also based on the framework
of Openstack.
What proposed in this paper is using of open source
software as an IaaS tool. Now, the purpose of this IaaS
tool is to sync the cloud drive of the user with his
WebTop, so that the cloud drive can be treated as My
Computer in Windows[1][3]. This cloud drive is the
cloud storage tool. Thus, accessing all the files and
folders of a user can be made whenever and wherever he
wants. Coming to the other aspect of IaaS tool, the
physical memory, allocation to the user is also done
through this IaaS tool only. There would be upto certain
limit of physical memory benefits given to a user as free
(like 512MB RAM and 1GB of free space). But after this
limit to upgrade there would be premium charges as per
his requirements. So it might be a case where the end user
would be getting a high speed mobile OS to work which
is better than the general PC.
To enable efficient resource sharing for applications
running on different OS, we can do virtualization. With
help of virtualization, multiple VMs are created on a
single machine and which runs different/same OS on
different VMs. These VMs have the capability to share
resources i.e. Memory and CPU of the machine among
each other [6].
Virtualization is a key aspect of cloud computing.
Without virtualization it is very difficult to provide the
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delivery of the services to the users. Because
virtualization provides a platform for optimizing complex
IT resources in a scalable manner, it makes cloud
computing quite cost effective.
Virtualization is simply running multiple operating
system and applications all together on the same server at
the same time [10].
There are many virtualization tools that exist in the
market. VMware is the biggest tool used for virtualization.
Virtualization can also be done through Xen and Qemu in
the Linux based OS. Other tools and techniques also exist
to do virtualization. Virtualization for Cloud OS is done
in the server part where multiple servers are needed to
serve the request of the client. As multiple servers are
needed virtualization is done on all the servers to run
different OS on them. Now these OS’s are responsible to
respond to the client’s request. The virtual machines
which are made on the server can be configured of
different physical memory. So now each Virtual machine
is independently able to run the applications on the server
side which in turn would be serving the client’s request if
it is called upon and set in action [9]. Other aspect of
virtualization can be used in the IaaS module. The
hardware can also be virtualized for the storage part. This
storage of data is synced with the virtualized server which
will be later discussed in the synchronization module.

Let the no. of Virtual Machines be n.
Let VM[ ] stores the IP address of all VMs.
Let Load[ ] stores the Load of all VMs
Let CPUutilization be the CPU Utilized at that point of time in the
unit ‘%’
Let RAMutilization be the RAM Utilized at that point of time in
the unit ‘%’
Let MEMutilization be the Memory Utilized at that point of time
in the unit ‘%’
Let NETutilization be the Network Utilized at that point of time in
the unit ‘%’
Bool b;
For i->n
{
b=Connect_VM[i];
If(b==True)
{
Load[i] = PrCPU * CPUutilization + PrRAM * RAMutilization
+ PrMEM * MEMutilization + PrNET * NETutilization;
}
}
Lest_Load_VMPos = Least_Value (Load);
Server_VM_ToUser (VM [Lest_Load_VMPos]]);

For example: If we have a gaming cricket application
that uses high graphics that user wants to use so we can
say that PrCPU > PrRAM >PrNET> PrMEM
So, let us assume that
PrCPU = 4, PrRAM = 3, PrNET = 2, PrMEM = 1

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Cloud computing resources are used efficiently to gain
the maximum profits with the help of efficient load
balancing algorithm which has been one of the Cloud
computing service providers ultimate goals. Throttled
load balancer maintains a record of the state of each VM
(idle/busy). If a request arrives concerning the allocation
of virtual machine or to use an application running on a
virtual machine Load balancer sends the Id of VM to data
center controller. Active monitoring Load balancer
identifies the least loaded VM. In the proposed algorithm,
the four major factors i.e., CPU Utilization, RAM
Utilization, Memory Utilization and Network Utilization
play a very important role in calculation of load for a
specific VM.
The proposed algorithm is named as “Application
Prioritized Load Balancer”. In this algorithm, load is
calculated based on the different types of applications
provided. Different applications may have different
priorities for CPU, RAM, Memory and Network
Utilization. Let us define these priorities as Pr CPU, PrRAM,
PrMEM and PrNET. From these priorities total of 32
combinations of priorities is possible depending upon the
type of application used.
So the algorithm can be defined as:
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So,
Load = 4* CPUutilization + 3* RAMutilization + 1 *
MEMutilization + 2 * NETutilization;
Hence the Load for different types of application will
vary, providing better accuracy and results. Therefore
User will be able to use the application with good quality
experience resulting in efficient resource allocation
A. Geo-Replication Data Storage
With the increase in the use of Cloud users the data is
also increasing in a tremendous rate which makes it
difficult to store and handle it safely. To provide the user
a good experience of using the applications and
scalability, use of data replication is very necessary. Data
replication means, placing multiple copies of data on
different servers so that it is safe and survive to any kind
of failures. Secondly, the data copy is placed closer to the
user so that data can be accessed with smaller latency.
But now the point is, why replicating the data to all the
servers? It causes a lot of redundancy and wastage of
space on the server by storing the same data. Applications
are being more focused on performance factor because an
increase in latency results in loss of percentage of the
user. It is becoming a key factor to find a data storage
protocol that offers both consistency and efficiency. Thus,
a better idea is being proposed to store the data on the
server according to the user’s geo-graphic location.
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among the VM’s.
Now let’s discuss the flow of the architecture shown:
(The basic requirement of using the Cloud OS is
having an internet connection and a web browser.)
1.
2.

3.
Fig.1. Server Initiated Replicas

Algorithm/Approach Proposed:
User Enters user id/password for Cloud OS
Lat -> Find Latitude of the User from where he logged into
Long -> Find Longitude of the User from where he logged into
N -> no of servers

4.

Server[N] -> Contains the geographic co-ordinates of the servers
Distance[N] -> Map distance of each server co-ordinates with the
user co-ordinates (Long & Lat)
For (int i=0; i<N; i++)
{
Code to sort the Distance array (Distance [N])
}

5.

Si -> Closest server according to the user’s coordinates. Thus, data
is stored in the server Si.
Sj -> Second closest server according to the user’s coordinates.
Thus, data is replicated from the server Si. (Might me more servers
according to the need)
User Lat, Long co-ordinates always monitored when he logs. If the
logging location becomes more than a certain threshold value then
again the above Steps are repeated and the previous data on the
servers is replicated to the new ones and deleted from the old ones.

Note: Everything will be based on the email_id of the
user which is to be mapped with the servers and then
change gradually.
Now, when the user requests for the data then the data
will be retrieved using the same load balancing approach
as discussed before between the servers where the data is
stored and thus retrieved. The priority set for it will be
Network then CPU then RAM and then Memory This in
total reduces the redundancy and latency of the data
storage system module.

7.

8.

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULT
Load balancing over application servers and Geo
Replication over storage servers plays a very important
role in making the system more efficient, scalable,
reliable and robust. The following analysis shows that the
proposed schemes for the two are better and more
profitable
1.
Application Prioritized Load Balancing over
Application Servers
Results were recorded for comparing the proposed
scheme with basic load calculation algorithm when
creating 8 identical VMs with following specifications:

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR CLOUD OS
The architecture proposed for Cloud OS is made taking
into consideration the virtualization, load balancing,
Cloud storage, WebTop, and synchronization models in it.
The whole architecture [15] is set up so that there is a
smooth functioning of the client’s request from his
WebTop to the load balancer and then there is a proper
sync of his data on the cloud with all the servers and also
the requests are served by the VM’s of each server in
order to maintain the load of the server side VM’s. The
load balancer is shown in order to see that the resources
such as CPU and memory are being efficiently shared
Copyright © 2018 MECS

6.

A user visits the cloud OS webpage through the
browser and logs into the cloud OS.
The Webtop of the user is logged in where all the
application icons, his dashboard and cloud drive
will be shown.
Now when these applications are double clicked
then the application event is triggered and the
application request is forwarded to the load
balancer and the load balancer decides which VM
will serve the request based on the algorithm
chosen for load balancing for efficient resource
sharing.
When the Geo-Replicated cloud drive is opened
then the server which is closest to the user’s
location comes in play and the Server with the
least load holding the data of the user serves the
request and opens the cloud drive running on the
VM.
If the nearest Cloud storage server is fully loaded
as discussed in point E above then the next server
nearest to user holding the data serves the request.
All the Geo-Replicated data storage servers are in
sync with each other.
Hence user can use all the applications smoothly
and can access his personal cloud drive in a very
short time.
After finishing his work on Cloud OS, the user can
log out from the Cloud Webtop and next he logs in
he gets his OS as left last time





RAM : 2 GB
HARD DISK STORAGE SPACE: 50 GB
HOST OS: Windows 7

On using Load Runner as a tool for generating Load on
the system for testing 100 users and getting Response
time of applications for proposed as well as basic
algorithm as following results were recorded
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Fig.2. Architecture Proposed for Cloud OS
Table 1. Analysis for Basic Load balancing (CPU Utilization only) with
Proposed Load Balancing Algorithm: Application Prioritization.(C-CPU,
R-RAM, H-HARD DISK/MEMORY, N-NETWORK

Application
Cricket
Sudoku
Web Editor
Image Viewer
Music Player
Snakes and
Ladders
Chess
Video Player

Priority of
Application
for Proposed
Algorithm
CNRH
RNCH
NRCH
RCNH
CRNH

Response
Time for
Old Basic
Algorithms
0.9459 sec
0.2538 sec
0.2118 sec
0.3162 sec
0.3947 sec

Response
Time for
Proposed
Algorithms
0.7153 sec
0.1498 sec
0.1006 sec
0.1979 sec
0.2499 sec

RNCH

0.2641 sec

0.1746 sec

CRNH
CRHN

0.4843 sec
0.6179 sec

0.3152 sec
0.4872 sec

Hence the results clearly depict that Application
prioritized load balancing algorithm have a lesser
response time for same number users which compared for
an application resulting in better efficiency and quality.
On doing analysis of the above stated applications for
different number of users from 0 to 200, it was being
discovered that applications having CPU as their first
priority were having similar type of pattern on generating
graph for response time vs number of users and
applications having RAM as their first or second priority
were having similar type of pattern. The patterns for both
are:

Fig.4. Pattern for CPU Intensive applications

Fig.3. Comparison of Old Basic Algorithm based on CPU Utilization
with proposed load balancing algorithm i.e. Application Prioritization
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application prioritized load balancing clearly shows that
the algorithm has lesser response time for the web
applications than the normal approach. Secondly, when
the data is geo-graphically replicated over the storage
servers then the space is saved as redundancy is reduced
over the storage servers and even the latency for the user
to gets his data is reduced. Altogether this makes the
Cloud OS system more robust, powerful and more
efficient. Even the user is pleased to use the Cloud OS
which is the new era of Cloud Computing
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Fig.5. Pattern for RAM Intensive applications
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Though the architecture of the cloud OS is
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